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ABSTRACT
We present spatially resolved H𝛼 properties of 21 type 1 AGN host galaxies at z∼2 derived from the SUPER survey. These targets
were observed with the adaptive optics capabilities of the SINFONI spectrograph, a near-infrared integral field spectrograph,
that provided a median spatial resolution of 0.3′′ (∼2 kpc). We model the H𝛼 emission line profile in each pixel to investigate
whether it traces gas in the narrow line region or if it is associated with star formation. To do this, we first investigate the presence
of resolved H𝛼 emission by removing the contribution of the AGN PSF. We find extended H𝛼 emission in sixteen out of the
21 type 1 AGN host galaxies (76%). Based on the BPT diagnostics, optical line flux ratios and the line widths (FWHM), we
show that the H𝛼 emission in five galaxies is ionised by the AGN (30%), in four galaxies by star formation (25%) and for the
rest (45%), the ionisation source is unconstrained. Two galaxies show extended H𝛼 FWHM >600 km/s, which is interpreted as
a part of an AGN-driven outflow. Morphological and kinematic maps of H𝛼 emission in targets with sufficient signal-to-noise
ratio suggest the presence of rotationally supported disks in six galaxies and possible presence of companions in four galaxies.
In two galaxies, we find an anti-correlation between the locations of extended H𝛼 emission and [O iii]-based ionised outflows,
indicating possible negative feedback at play. However, in the majority of galaxies, we do not find evidence of outflows impacting
H𝛼 based star formation.
Key words: galaxies:active – galaxies:high-redshift – galaxies:kinematics and dynamics – (galaxies:) quasars:supermassive
black holes – galaxies:star formation – galaxies:evolution
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1 INTRODUCTION

The conventional Λ cold dark matter (ΛCDM) paradigm supports a
hierarchical growth of objects i.e., smaller objects are formed first,
then they merge successively into larger bodies. Within this picture,
stars and galaxies are formed when baryons fall into dark matter
potential wells, resulting in shocks followed by radiative cooling of
gas (e.g., White & Rees 1978; Hopkins & Beacom 2006). Although
this paradigm had initial success to describe a cosmological model
for galaxy evolution, feedback processes needed to be invoked to
regulate the formation of stars in the interstellar medium (ISM). One
of the prominent sources of feedback in massive galaxies comes
from the centrally located supermassive black holes (e.g., Kormendy
& Richstone 1995; Richstone et al. 1998; Silk & Rees 1998).
Models predict that the feedback from these black holes is a result

of radio jets and/or radiation pressure drivenwinds from the accretion
of gas and dust from the ISM (e.g., Soltan 1982;Yu&Tremaine 2002;
Fabian 2012). During the accretion process, the luminosity of these
black holes, also called active galactic nuclei (AGN) at this stage,
can outshine the overall luminosity of the host galaxy itself. The net
effect of these winds could be to relocate or eject cold molecular gas
from the galaxy, dissociate or heat this gas and/or possibly prevent the
inflow of gas from the halo into the ISM. Feedback processes from
both star formation and AGN are largely used in state-of-the-art cos-
mological simulations (e.g., Springel 2005; Hirschmann et al. 2014;
Vogelsberger et al. 2014; Schaye et al. 2015; Steinborn et al. 2015;
Dubois et al. 2016; Pillepich et al. 2018). An indirect manifestation of
the influence that theAGNhas on the growth history of its host galaxy
is represented by the observed AGN-galaxy correlations, such as the
black hole mass versus the stellar velocity dispersion (𝑀BH −𝜎) and
the black hole mass and bulge mass relation (𝑀BH − 𝑀bulge) (e.g.,
Gebhardt et al. 2000; Gültekin et al. 2009; Caglar et al. 2020).
Spectroscopic observations of AGN host galaxies over the past

decades have revealed the ubiquitous presence of fast outflows with
speeds >1000 km s−1 in multiple gas phases across a wide range of
redshifts (e.g., Greene et al. 2011; Venturi et al. 2018; Rojas et al.
2020; Perna et al. 2021; Puglisi et al. 2021; Ramos Almeida et al.
2021; Tozzi et al. 2021; Gatkine et al. 2022). Several studies found
that these outflows are either driven by the AGN or star formation,
based on the presence of correlations between the outflow and AGN
or host galaxy properties (e.g., Carniani et al. 2015; Fiore et al. 2017;
Fluetsch et al. 2019; Kakkad et al. 2022). However, there are also
studies with different samples that report the absence of such scaling
relations (e.g., Davies et al. 2020; Baron et al. 2020).
To investigate the feedback effects generated by these outflows,

we can study direct or indirect tracers of the host galaxy’s molecu-
lar gas supply and/or star formation. Several studies in the literature
have investigated the overall content and distribution of cold molec-
ular gas with some results suggesting a systematic difference in the
molecular gas fractions between AGN and non-AGN galaxies (e.g.,
Brusa et al. 2018; Kakkad et al. 2017; Circosta et al. 2021; Ellison
et al. 2021), while several others (mostly at low redshift) do not find
the same result (e.g., Husemann et al. 2017; Rosario et al. 2018;
Jarvis et al. 2020; Koss et al. 2021). The molecular gas observations
described above have the limitation that the results are mostly based
on individual tracers (such as CO(2-1)), which can give an incom-
plete view into the ISM because the molecular gas itself can exist
in multiple phases or can be traced via different excitation levels of
CO. Furthermore, most of these studies do not spatially resolve the
molecular gas as the CO measurements are obtained from integrated
apertures. Lastly, the apertures of extraction are not always uniform
which leads to conflicting results in the literature.

Whether the outflows from the AGN have an impact on the host
galaxy or not can also be revealed by investigating their impact on
star formation (see review by Harrison et al. (2018) and references
therein). Cosmological simulations predict a diverse set of scenarios
where the star formation is regulated by the AGN, which may not
result in an obvious observational signature of this feedback effect
on the host galaxies of the AGN population (e.g., Ward et al. 2022).
We briefly mention some examples here and we refer the reader to
the references for further details. Using RAMSES-RT code, Costa
et al. (2018) show that the outflows have the possibility to quench
overall star formation (see also Dubois et al. 2013; Beckmann et al.
2017). Similar results are obtained in other suite of codes where
the outflows have been shown to prevent the formation of new stars
rather than shutting down ongoing star formation as a mechanism of
quenching (e.g., Pillepich et al. 2018). On the other hand, Zubovas
et al. (2013a) shows that it is possible even for stars to be ejected from
the host galaxies, when dense shells formed due to the shocks and
compression from impact of AGN outflows form stars along a radial
trajectory. Such pressure-regulated star formation has been reported
in several theoretical studies and high resolution hydrodynamical
simulations (e.g., Ishibashi & Fabian 2012; Silk 2013; Zubovas et al.
2013b; Dugan et al. 2014; Bieri et al. 2016). The burst of star forma-
tion is then followed by a period of quenching. Therefore, the AGN
outflows could have the simultaneous capability of both suppressing
and enhancing star formation (e.g., Zubovas & Bourne 2017). We
also note that some of the results from the literature also report condi-
tions where these outflows show limited impact of AGN feedback on
the gas and star formation in the disk (e.g., Gabor & Bournaud 2014;
Roos et al. 2015). In summary, simulations predict several possible
scenarios on the impact of outflows on star formation and that there
is no universal answer to how exactly AGN feedback regulates star
formation for each galaxy.

The results from theory and simulations reported above can per-
haps explain the diversity in the results, and often conflicting ones,
from an observational perspective (see review on positive and neg-
ative feedback in AGN host galaxies Cresci & Maiolino 2018). Gas
ejection by AGN winds or star formation quenching in AGN host
galaxies has been reported in several low redshift and high redshift
galaxies (e.g., Cano-Díaz et al. 2012; Alatalo et al. 2015; Guillard
et al. 2015; Carniani et al. 2016; Baron et al. 2018; George et al.
2019). Similar to the predictions made in Pillepich et al. (2018), us-
ing VLT/XSHOOTER and ALMA observations of a z∼2.5 massive
radio galaxy, Man et al. (2019) reported that most of the molecular
gas is consumed by stars, followed by the removal of residual gas
by the AGN. On the other hand, positive feedback has also been
observed in the extragalactic sources, including dwarf galaxies (e.g.,
Gaibler et al. 2012; Rauch et al. 2013; Salomé et al. 2015; Maiolino
et al. 2017; Gallagher et al. 2019; Nesvadba et al. 2020; Perna et al.
2020; Bessiere & Ramos Almeida 2022; Schutte & Reines 2022),
with some targets that show a simultaneous presence of positive and
negative feedback via spatially resolved integral field spectroscopic
observations at rest-frame optical wavelengths (e.g., Cresci et al.
2015; Shin et al. 2019). Not all AGN host galaxies with outflows
show the impact of star formation suppression or enhancement, es-
pecially when accounting for studies that make use of integrated
spectra (i.e., a global outlook into the outflows versus star forma-
tion paradigm Balmaverde et al. 2016) or when considering dust
obscured star formation (e.g., Scholtz et al. 2020, 2021; Lamperti
et al. 2021). Indeed, the presence of negative or positive feedback in
AGN depends upon the conditions of the ISM, outflows and/or jet
power (e.g., Kalfountzou et al. 2017), which could also explain the
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diverse sets of results reported in the literature on the observational
front.
Lastly, star formation itself can be calculated viamultiplemethods,

each tracing different time scales of star formation (e.g., Kennicutt
1998; Battisti et al. 2015; Boquien et al. 2015; Catalán-Torrecilla
et al. 2015; Xie & Ho 2019; Calzetti 2020; Michiyama et al. 2020;
Kim et al. 2022; Vietri et al. 2022). Furthermore, the results may
further change depending on whether spatially resolved or integrated
spectral measurements were made. For instance, star formation rate
(SFR) calculated from the rest-frame ultraviolet wavelengths probe
direct stellar light, while SFR calculated from the far-infrared wave-
lengths probes stellar light reprocessed by the dust (e.g., Shivaei et al.
2016). In the examples mentioned above, H𝛼 is often used as a star
formation tracer for many extra-galactic studies. Although the H𝛼
line might be a reliable tracer in normal star forming galaxies across
a wide range of redshifts, in the AGN host galaxies, there is a pos-
sibility of contamination by the AGN ionisation. Furthermore, we
note that emission in FUV or optical wavelengths trace unobscured
star formation and therefore, dust obscuration effects need to be ac-
counted for to get a complete picture of the star formation in host
galaxies (see also Alaghband-Zadeh et al. 2016).
In this paper, we try to overcome some of the limitations described

above. We will characterise spatially-resolved properties of the H𝛼
emission in a large sample of moderate to high luminosity AGN at
z∼2 (Log 𝐿bol = 45.4–47.9 erg s−1). These AGN show the presence
of high velocity ionised gas outflows in their host galaxies, which was
inferred from the [O iii]_5007 emission (Kakkad et al. 2020). We in-
vestigate whether the H𝛼 emission is dominated by star formation
or AGN ionisation. In the case where the H𝛼 emission is domi-
nated by AGN ionisation, we will determine whether this emission is
also a part of ionised gas outflows in the narrow line region (NLR).
Finally, using the spatially resolved H𝛼 and [O iii]_5007 emission
([O iii] hereafter), we investigate whether the outflows and star for-
mation are co-located and whether this can reveal the presence of
positive or negative feedback in these galaxies.
We adopt the following ΛCDM parameters throughout this paper:

𝐻o = 70 km s−1, ΩM = 0.3 and ΩΛ = 0.7. In all the maps in this
paper, North is up and East is to left.

2 SAMPLE, OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

The sample in this study is part of the SINFONI survey for Unveiling
the Physics and Effect of Radiative feedback (see Circosta et al.
2018; Kakkad et al. 2020; Mainieri et al. 2021). SUPER is an ESO
large programme with the SINFONI instrument on board the VLT
(Eisenhauer et al. 2003) designed to characterise the properties of
outflows in the ionised gas phase and their impact on host galaxies
in a sample of 39 X-ray selected AGN at z∼2 in AGN host galaxies
at z∼2. The survey is designed to trace ionised gas kinematics in
the least biased manner by probing a wide range in AGN bolometric
luminosity that span up to four orders of magnitude. The survey
takes advantage of the Adaptive Optics (AO) module and reaches an
angular resolution of ∼0.2′′, resolving ionised gas kinematics and
potentially star formation down to ∼2 kpc scales. Here we provide
a brief description of the sample chosen for this paper and defer
the reader to Circosta et al. (2018) and Vietri et al. (2020) for more
details about the parent sample.
The 39 X-ray selected AGN (𝐿2−10keV > 1042 erg s−1) were ob-

tained from shallow and deep fields: Chandra Deep Field South
(e.g., Luo et al. 2017), COSMOS-Legacy (e.g., Civano et al. 2016),
XMM-XXL (e..g, Georgakakis&Nandra 2011; Liu et al. 2016;Men-

zel et al. 2016), Stripe 82X-ray survey (e.g., LaMassa et al. 2016) and
WISE/SDSS selected Hyper-luminous quasar sample (e.g., Bischetti
et al. 2017; Vietri et al. 2018). Out of these 39 AGN, 22 are classified
as type 1 (56%) based on the presence of broad H𝛽, H𝛼 and/or MgII
lines, characteristic of emission from the Broad Line Region (BLR).
A wide range of ancillary data has allowed us to accurately compute
various AGN properties such as the AGN bolometric luminosity
(𝐿bol), the black hole mass (𝑀BH), X-ray column density (𝑁H) in
most targets and host properties such as SFR and stellar mass (𝑀∗) in
type 2 AGN. Estimation of host galaxy properties in type 1 AGN has
been challenging as the AGN emission dominates the Spectral En-
ergy Distribution (SED) for a wide range of wavelengths, preventing
a robust estimation of SFR and stellar mass. Furthermore, CO(3-2)
and dust continuum follow-up using sub-mm data from ALMA has
also provided constraints on the molecular gas and dust properties
for a sub-sample of SUPER targets (Circosta et al. 2021; Lamperti
et al. 2021).
The SINFONI observations for the SUPER survey were carried

out in the H-band and K-band (or the H+K band in the case of
bad weather) to trace the rest-frame optical emission lines: H𝛽,
[O iii]_4959, 5007, [N ii]_6549, 6585, H𝛼 and [S ii]__6716, 6731.
The spatial resolution of the Adaptive Optics-assisted observations
in the K-band grating reaches down to 0.2′′ (median 0.3′′), similar
to the H-band data, which corresponds to a physical scale of ∼2
kpc at z∼2. The H+K grating observations have a spatial resolution
of ∼0.9′′(∼7.5 kpc) and did not have sufficient offset along the X-
direction while nodding during the observations. This implied that a
spatially resolved analysis was only performed along the Y-direction.
Further details about the observations, data reduction, and results
from the [O iii] analysis of the H-band data of type 1 SUPER targets
are available in the first SINFONI data release paper (Kakkad et al.
2020). This paper focuses on the analysis of the H𝛼 emission line
in the 21 type 1 SUPER targets, observed with the K-band or H+K
band grating of the SINFONI spectrograph. We focus on the type
1 AGN to have a better estimate of PSF smearing effects by mod-
elling the emission from the BLR.We have excluded the type 1 AGN
S82X2106 since no signal was detected in our K-band observations.
The targets in this paper have the following ranges in their black
hole and host galaxy properties: log 𝑀∗/𝑀� ∼ 10.38–11.20, SFR
<94–686 𝑀� yr−1, log 𝐿bol/[erg s−1] ∼ 45.4–47.9, log 𝑀BH/𝑀� ∼
8.3–10.7, and log 𝑁H/cm2 ∼<21.25–24.1. Tables with full list of
these values for each target are available in Circosta et al. (2018),
Kakkad et al. (2020), and Vietri et al. (2020).

3 ANALYSIS

One of the primary goals of this paper is to investigate whether the
observed H𝛼 emission is ionised by star formation or the AGN. We
also compare the H𝛼 morphology and kinematics from the K-band
data with that of the [O iii] line presented in Kakkad et al. (2020) to
infer if the ionised gas outflows have an impact on the unobscured
star formation.
In Kakkad et al. (2020), we characterised the properties of the

ionised gas kinematics in the NLR of the type 1 AGN from the SU-
PER sample using the [O iii]_5007 line in the H-band data. We de-
scribe the main results from the H-band data briefly here before pre-
senting the analysis methods used in this paper. The non-parametric
[O iii] velocity dispersion, 𝑤80, of the SUPER sample was always
above 600 km s−1, a velocity-cut usually indicative of the presence
of ionised gas outflows driven by the AGN. The AGN as a source
of outflow was also confirmed by the presence of strong correla-
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tions between the different ionised gas outflow properies (𝑤80, max-
imum velocity, 𝑣max and mass outflow rates) and the AGN properties
(𝐿X(2-10 keV), 𝐿bol, 𝑀BH and _Edd). The ionised gas emission is
extended in seven out of eleven targets for which the signal-to-noise
in the [O iii] emission was sufficient enough to perform a PSF de-
convolution. The outflows associated with the ionised gas is extended
up to ∼6 kpc from the AGN location, although <10% of these out-
flows have the potential to escape the gravitational pull of the host
galaxy.

3.1 Modelling of the integrated spectrum

We first construct a model for the integrated spectrum before per-
forming a pixel-by-pixel analysis of the emission lines in the K-band
data.We extract the integrated spectrum for each object using a circu-
lar aperture centred on the AGN. The peak of the K-band continuum
emission is used as an estimate for the AGN location and the aperture
size was chosen to include at least ∼95% of the total emission. We
used the spectrum extracted from an object-free region to estimate
the error on the spectrum. We focused the modelling of the extracted
spectrum around the H𝛼 and [S ii] emission line regions.
Modelling the H𝛼 emission line profiles of high-redshift type 1

AGN host galaxies is not straightforward as the [N ii] and H𝛼 emis-
sion lines are blended into one broad feature. Each emission line is
modelled using multiple Gaussian functions. The H𝛼 emission con-
sists of contributions from clouds from the BLR, NLR, and emission
from the host galaxy. The NLR component(s) of [N ii]_6549, 6585
emission (as well as [S ii]_6716, 6731) can be blended with the dif-
ferent components of the H𝛼 emission. As a result of such complex
nature of the emission around the H𝛼 line (referred to as the H𝛼
complex hereafter), there is no unique solution to the emission line
model. Therefore, constraints need to be imposed on different Gaus-
sian parameters in order to obtain a unique solution. In this section,
we explore the different ways of fitting the H𝛼 complex in the type
1 AGN host galaxies, based on methods previously adopted in the
literature. We will then present the arguments that justify the fitting
methodology adopted in this paper.
We model the H𝛼 complex using three fitting methods, which we

will call M1, M2 and M3. The three methods differ on some of the
constraints imposed on the emission lines within the H𝛼 complex.
These constraints are based on the results of the H𝛽 and [O iii] emis-
sion line models presented in Kakkad et al. (2020). We start describ-
ing the assumptions common to the three methods used to model the
H𝛼 complex. The integrated spectrum is modelled between the rest-
frame wavelengths 6200–6900 Å which includes the AGN contin-
uum emission, [N ii]__6549,6585, H𝛼 and [S ii]__6716,6731 emis-
sion lines. The BLR component of H𝛼 is modelled using a broad
Gaussian or a broken power law, the choice depending on the model
used to reproduce the H𝛽 line in the H-band data (see also Vietri
et al. 2020). The NLR components of H𝛼 and [N ii]_6549, 6585 are
modelled using multiple Gaussian functions. A maximum of two
Gaussians were used to reproduce the non-BLR components of each
emission line ([N ii]_6549, 6585 and H𝛼), equal to the number used
for the [O iii] line. In the case when two Gaussians are used for the
NLR component, the Gaussian with the lower width is labelled as
the narrow component, while the one with larger width is labelled
as the broad component, without setting strict lower or upper lim-
its for each component. To distinguish between the broad Gaussian
component from the NLR and the one from the BLR, we will use the
term broad Gaussian for the former and BLR-Gaussian for the latter.
The widths of the narrow (broad) Gaussian components of [N ii] and
H𝛼 are coupled to each other and the centroid difference between

each component is fixed based on the expected positions in the rest-
frame spectra. Furthermore, the relative ratio between the fluxes of
[N ii]_6549 and [N ii]_6585 is fixed to the expected theoretical value
of 1:3 (e.g., Osterbrock & Ferland 2006). We do not include fitting
models for an iron component or [S ii]__6716,6731, as they remain
undetected or their contribution is negligible in all the galaxies.
We now describe the differences in the fitting constraints between

the three methods. In the M1 method, we first fit the H𝛼 complex
using only the H𝛼 components. The [N ii] line components are added
only when the models from the H𝛼 only fit result in significant resid-
uals on visual inspection. This approach was previously adopted in
the literature for the analysis of the rest-frame optical spectra of
one of the high-z quasars (e.g., Carniani et al. 2016), where the
[N ii] emission is assumed to be undetected if no significant residu-
als are present after modelling with only the H𝛼 components. In the
M2 method, [N ii] emission line model is included, irrespective of
the presence or absence of residuals from the H𝛼-only fit. The M2
method assumes that the [N ii] emission is always present within the
H𝛼 complex. Similar to the M1 method, no other constraints from
the H-band spectra are imposed apart from the common constraints
described in the previous paragraph. The M2 method is explored to
gauge the variation in the fluxes and widths of various H𝛼 compo-
nents upon inclusion of the [N ii] lines. Lastly in the M3 method, we
fit the [N ii] line in the H𝛼 complex, similar to the M2 method. How-
ever, three additional constraints are imposed during the line fitting
procedure: (1) The maximum allowed width of the narrow H𝛼 com-
ponent is the width of the narrow [O iii] line from the H-band line
fitting results. (2) The difference in the centroid of narrow and broad
Gaussian components of H𝛼 is kept the same as the difference in the
centroid of narrow and broadGaussian components of the [O iii] line.
(3) The width of the broad H𝛼 component is kept the same as that
of the broad [O iii] components. The method M3 is similar to the
fitting model presented in Vietri et al. (2020), with the exception that
[S ii]__6716,6731 emission line components were not included. Fig-
ure 1 shows the integrated spectrum and the emission line modelling
of X_N_160_22 as an example, using the three methods (left panel:
M1, middle panel: M2 and right panel: M3). The integrated spectra
of the rest of the targets are shown in the Appendix A (Figs. A1 and
A2). Below, we present arguments to support the selection of the M3
method as our baseline methodology in this paper.
Tables 1, A1 and A2 report the fitting parameter values obtained

using the three methods described above (M3, M2 and M1, respec-
tively). In most of the type 1 AGN, the [N ii] emission is required
as significant residuals remain from the H𝛼-only fitting procedure.
Therefore, in the cases where such residuals are not observed from
the H𝛼-only fit, we assume that the [N ii] lines are actually blended
with the overall emission line structure. The presence of [N ii] lines
in most high redshift galaxies is also supported by the results of
the SINS/zC-SINF survey (e.g., Förster Schreiber et al. 2018) where
∼65% of the star forming galaxies had [N ii] detections. However, the
M2 method return very high values for the width of the BLR compo-
nent of theH𝛼 line (>9000 km s−1 in some cases), whichwould result
in unrealistically high black holemasses. This is a direct consequence
of leaving all the emission line component centroids and widths free
to vary. The presence of unrealistic widths and degeneracy in the
results are solved using the M3 method. Therefore, hereafter we will
use the M3 method in this paper to model the H𝛼 complex, which is
also similar to the methodology adopted in previous papers from the
SUPER survey (e.g., Vietri et al. 2020; Lamperti et al. 2021).
We employ a Monte Carlo (MC) approach to determine the errors

in the fitting model, where we add noise to the integrated model and
repeat the fitting procedure 100 times to determine the 1𝜎 errors on
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Figure 1. The top panel shows the integrated spectrum of X_N_160_22 extracted from a circular aperture of 0.9′′ diameter, showing the H𝛼 complex i.e.,
[N ii]__6549,6585 and H𝛼 lines blended together. The left panel shows the line fitting model M1, the middle panel M2 and the right panel M3. The bottom
panels show the residuals from the emission line modelling. Further details on the three models are described in Sect. 3.1. The figure highlights the differences
in the Gaussian models when imposing different constraints on the fitting routines and that the H𝛼 complex modelling is often degenerate. In all the panels, the
grey curve shows the raw spectrum extracted from the cube (or the residuals in the bottom panel), the red curve shows the overall model, the blue curves show
the H𝛼 NLR models, the magenta curve represents the H𝛼 BLR emission and the green curve shows the [N ii]__6549,6585 emission. The X-axis shows the
rest-frame wavelength and the Y-axis shows the observed flux. The vertical dashed blue lines show the expected location of [N ii]__6549,6585 and H𝛼 lines
based on the redshift of this target. The [S ii]__6716, 6731 lines remain undetected in most galaxies.

Table 1. This table reports the H𝛼 emission line fitting parameters using the M3 model described in Sect. 3.1 (see also Vietri et al. 2020) and whether the
emission is extended. (1) Target name, (2) The diameter of the circular aperture used for spectral extraction, Columns (3) & (4) report the width (FWHM) of
the individual NLR Gaussian components of the H𝛼 line (narrow NLR = 𝑣1 and broad NLR = 𝑣2), (5) width (FWHM) of the BLR Gaussian component of
H𝛼. Columns (6), (7) & (8) report the luminosity of the two NLR components (narrow NLR = 𝐿1 and broad NLR = 𝐿2) and the BLR component (𝐿BLR),
respectively, (9) reports the presence or absence of extended H𝛼 emission. The errors are obtained using a Monte Carlo approach and the values reported are
the 1𝜎 error limits. ∗Targets with the same line fitting results as the M2 model (Table A1). Line modelling for all the targets has been done between rest-frame
wavelengths 6200–6900 Å, except J1441+0454 for which the fitting is performed between rest-frame wavelengths 6380–6950 Å.

Target Aperture FWHM 𝐿H𝛼 Extended H𝛼
𝑣1 𝑣2 𝑣BLR 𝐿1 𝐿2 𝐿BLR

arcsec km/s km/s km/s erg/s erg/s erg/s
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

X_N_160_22 0.9 915±195 – 5730±156 43.44±0.78 – 44.30±0.03 Yes
X_N_81_44 0.9 530±162 2000±213 6621±324 42.82±0.19 43.72±0.12 44.26±0.02 Yes
X_N_53_3∗ 0.8 345±213 – 4577±187 42.04±0.22 – 43.70±0.01 Yes
X_N_66_23∗ 0.9 150±150 – 5640±190 41.45±7.8 – 43.72±0.01 May be
X_N_35_20∗ 0.5 532±56 – 6549±1188 41.97±0.08 – 42.68±0.08 No
X_N_12_26∗ 1.0 544±42 – 4615±99 42.80±0.04 – 43.95±0.01 Yes
X_N_44_64∗ 0.5 411±17 – 7688±560 42.37±0.02 – 43.03±0.02 No
X_N_4_48∗ 0.7 473±53 – 7596±303 42.79±0.06 – 44.18±0.01 Yes
X_N_102_35 0.3 – 1735±480 5418±246 – 42.93±0.24 43.94±0.03 No
X_N_115_23 0.9 413±55 1400±267 7031±148 42.93±0.08 43.25±0.09 44.15±0.01 Yes
cid_166 0.9 395±126 1875±226 6881±104 42.48±0.27 43.76±0.11 44.60±0.01 May be
cid_1605∗ 0.3 516±110 – 3802±80 41.96±0.15 – 43.27±0.01 Yes
cid_346∗ 0.9 301±43 2916±156 7556±592 42.60±0.08 43.59±0.16 43.86±0.05 Yes
cid_1205∗ 0.8 446±89 – 5023±183 42.04±0.12 – 43.46±0.01 No
cid_467∗ 0.3 575±61 – 8750±285 42.37±0.05 – 43.86±0.01 Yes
J1333+1649 1.0 615±572 2760±771 6217±467 42.77±0.67 44.74±1.28 45.53±0.02 Yes
J1441+0454 1.0 – 1000±85 5262±90 – 44.18±0.03 44.92±0.02 No
J1549+1245 1.1 376±221 1385±298 7914±97 43.40±0.30 44.36±0.20 45.63±0.01 May be
S82X1905 1.0 660±58 – 4935±99 43.01±0.04 – 44.12±0.01 Yes
S82X1940 0.8 380±124 1428±710 4145±434 42.76±0.25 42.80±4.53 44.25±0.11 Yes
S82X2058 0.9 363±128 1675±228 6616±184 42.13±0.30 42.56±3.06 44.09±0.02 Yes

different parameters (see e.g., Perna et al. 2015; Brusa et al. 2016;
Kakkad et al. 2016). The input noise for the MC is determined from
the rms noise in an emission line-free region in the raw spectrum.

3.2 Extended H𝛼 emission

Before performing a pixel-by-pixel analysis of the H𝛼 spectrum of
the type 1 targets, it is important to quantify the contribution of
beam-smearing from the AGN PSF to the observed H𝛼 emission.
This procedure, also called PSF-subtraction, isolates the underlying
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Figure 2. The plots in this figure show the results of the PSF-subtraction procedure described in Sect. 3.2. The maps show the PSF-subtracted H𝛼 channel map
and the corresponding right panels show the spectrum extracted from regions above 3𝜎 noise levels (white regions in the channel maps). The noise levels in
each map is obtained from object-free regions. The "X" in the maps mark the peak of the K-band continuum emission which is used as a proxy for the AGN
location. The magenta shaded region in the spectra show the channels that were collapsed to obtain the PSF-subtracted images. The vertical red dashed line
shows the expected location of the H𝛼 line based on the redshift of the respective targets. The presence of structure in the PSF-subtracted map and a visible
detection of the emission line in the spectra would suggest an extended H𝛼 feature. Each target in this figure show signatures of extended H𝛼 emission (labelled
as "Resolved"), except X_N_66_23 and cid_166 (labelled as "Resolved?") where the extension is a possibility but unconfirmed with the current data. Further
details are given in Sect. 3.2.
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Figure 3. Same as Fig. 2, for the rest of the targets presented in this paper. All the targets, except cid_1205 and J1549+1245, show confirmed evidence of
extended H𝛼 emission. We detected no extended emission in cid_1205 and the detection in J1549+1245 is tentative.

contributions from the host galaxy. Beam smearing results in emis-
sion line regions tomimic radial profiles consistent with PSF profiles,
and consequently appear artificially extended (see e.g., Carniani et al.
2015; Husemann et al. 2016; Luo et al. 2019).We subtract this contri-
bution from the AGN-PSF using methods similar to those employed
in the analysis of the extended [O iii] emission in the H-band data in
Kakkad et al. (2020).

If the H𝛼 emission is unresolved, then the spectrum at any distance
from the AGN will be the same as the spectrum at the AGN loca-
tion, except for an overall scaling factor across the spectrum (e.g.,
Jahnke et al. 2004). Therefore, we first model the spectrum extracted
at the AGN location (circular aperture of diameter 0.1′′ centred on
the K-band continuum peak). We will refer to this spectrum as the
"nuclear model". The nuclear model is subtracted from every pixel
across the SINFONI field-of-view, only allowing a variation in the
overall normalisation factor of the spectrum. The kinematic parame-
ters of different Gaussian components (i.e., the line centroid and the
line width) are kept fixed with respect to the nuclear model. After the

subtraction of the PSF model, we collapsed the channels in the resid-
ual data cube at the expected location of narrow H𝛼 emission. The
width of the channel window is optimised for each target separately,
based on where we obtain the maximum residual H𝛼 emission. A
noisy map (an image with net zero residuals) indicates that the under-
lying H𝛼 emission is unresolved, while systematic patterns in these
residual maps would suggest that the H𝛼 emission is extended. This
extendedH𝛼 emission can be due to star-formation in the host galaxy,
AGN emission or a combination of the two. The nature and origin of
this extended emission will be discussed further in Sect. 3.3.

Figures 2 and 3 shows the results of the PSF-subtraction method
for each target presented in this paper. We do not show the PSF-
subtraction results for the following four targets: X_N_35_20,
X_N_44_64, X_N_102_35 and J1441+0454. Targets X_N_35_20
and X_N_44_64 had low S/N in their H𝛼 line in the integrated
spectrum to obtain a reliable estimate on the H𝛼 BLR flux and con-
sequently the PSF. X_N_102_35 was observed in the H+K band and
no residuals were observed in the Y-direction. Lastly, the location of
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Table 2. Properties of the extended H𝛼 emission presented in this paper. (1) Target name, (2) The maximum distance from the AGN location where the extended
H𝛼 is detected at ≥ 3𝜎 after the PSF subtraction (see Figs. 2 and 3, (3) The width of the PSF-subtracted H𝛼 emission line from the extended regions, (4) The
extended H𝛼 centroid in the spectral space with respect to the expected location of H𝛼 based on the [O iii] redshift from Kakkad et al. (2020), (5) The flux ratio,
[N ii]/H𝛼 from the extended H𝛼 spectra from the K-band data, (6) The flux ratio [O iii]/H𝛽 from the extended [O iii] spectra from the H-band data (Kakkad
et al. 2020), (7) The ionisation source of the extended H𝛼 emission line regions based on its location in the BPT diagram or the [N ii]/H𝛼 flux ratio. Further
details in Section 3.3. This table does not show the data for X_N_35_20, X_N_44_64, X_N_102_35, cid_1205, cid_467 and J1441+0454, as these targets are
unresolved.

Target RH𝛼 vH𝛼 𝑣shift log [N ii]/H𝛼 log [O iii]/H𝛽 Ionisation source
kpc km s−1 km s−1

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

X_N_160_22 4.5±0.4 112±30 42±10 <-0.7 – SF
X_N_81_44 3.5±0.4 113±15 485±5 <-0.8 – SF
X_N_53_3 5.2±0.4 199±44 33±17 -0.6+0.2−0.4 – unconstrained
X_N_66_23 4.0±0.4 370±109 -1200±300 <-0.9 – SF
X_N_12_26 4.5±0.4 241±45 286±21 <-0.6 – unconstrained
X_N_4_48 6.4±0.4 256±58 78±29 <-0.4 – unconstrained
X_N_115_23 4.6±0.4 270±35 19±15 <-0.8 0.9±0.3 AGN
cid_166 2.6±0.4 73±16 -713±9 <-0.5 – unconstrained
cid_1605 3.9±0.4 351±140 10±1 <-0.3 – unconstrained
cid_346 4.7±0.4 628±45 134±20 <-0.4 >0.5 AGN
cid_467 2.6±0.4 350±65 180±25 <-0.7 – SF
J1333+1649 5.7±0.4 302±67 260±22 <-0.5 0.7±0.2 AGN
J1549+1245 9.0±0.4 408±92 1720±200 <-0.4 – unconstrained
S82X1905 4.4±0.4 142±28 143±12 <-0.6 >1.0 AGN
S82X1940 7.8±0.4 784±98 202±120 <-0.2 – AGN
S82X2058 4.4±0.4 436±68 330±30 <-0.4 – unconstrained

Figure 4. The plot shows the null-hypothesis probability for non-correlation
between different extended H𝛼 properties and the properties of the black hole
and the host galaxy. The dashed black line shows the 5% line for p-value,
used as a demarcation between the presence or absence of correlations.

the H𝛼 line in J1441+0454 is contaminated by telluric emission and
the PSF-subtraction did not yield a reliable detection.
All the maps in Figs. 2 and 3 show the PSF-subtracted channel

maps at the expected location of H𝛼 emission. The colour map in the
H𝛼 images is set between ±3𝜎, where 𝜎 is the noise level in the map
determined from object-free locations. The panels on the right side
of the maps show the spectrum extracted from regions at or above 3𝜎
in the H𝛼 channel maps. The magenta shaded regions in the spectra
show the channels that were collapsed to obtain the PSF-subtracted
H𝛼map. The vertical dotted red line in the spectra show the expected
location of the H𝛼 line based on the [O iii] redshift values reported
in Kakkad et al. (2020).

We confirm the presence of extended H𝛼 emission in 13 out of the
21 galaxies and 3 galaxies (X_N_66_23, cid_166 and J1549+1245)
show tentative evidence of extended emission. The detection in
X_N_66_23 is classified as a tentative one, as the extended emis-
sion is observed at a blue-shift of ∼-1200 km s−1 from the expected
location of the H𝛼 line in the spectra. Similarly, the extended emis-
sion in J1549+1245 is detected at a distance of 9 kpc from the AGN
location and the spectral position of the detection is redshifted by
∼+1800 km s−1 with respect to the expected location of the H𝛼 line.
Although currently available archival optical observations do not
suggest the presence of companions, this may be due to their limited
spatial resolution. In fact, ALMA CO observations of J1549+1245
have shown the presence of a possible companion south of the AGN
location (see Bischetti et al. 2021). Such extreme velocity shifts have
been observed in previous CO observations of high redshift X-ray
AGN sources (e.g., Carniani et al. 2017). The extended H𝛼 detec-
tions in X_N_66_23 and J1549+1245 may suggest emission from
tidal tails. In the case of cid_166, the detection is almost at the limit
of the spectral resolution of SINFONI. Furthermore, the observed
residual is blue-shifted by ∼700 km s−1 from the expected location
of the H𝛼 emission and therefore, the extended emission in cid_166
has been classified as a tentative detection. cid_1205 is the only target
among the ones observed with AO and with sufficient S/N for the
PSF-subtraction analysis that shows no extended H𝛼 emission.

Overall, we find a higher fraction of targets with extended H𝛼
emission (∼76% including the tentative detections) than extended
[O iii] emission (∼35%). The spatial extent of the H𝛼 emission
(maximum distance between the AGN location and the H𝛼 emis-
sion in the PSF-subtracted maps), 𝑅H𝛼 is in the range 3–9 kpc, with
a mean value of ∼5 kpc. Due to the low signal-to-noise after the
PSF-subtraction, we model the extended H𝛼 residual spectrum us-
ing single Gaussian functions and define two parameters: the width
(FWHM) of the extended H𝛼 emission, 𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀H𝛼 and the velocity
shift, 𝑣shift, between the expected location of the H𝛼 line and actual
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location of the extended H𝛼 line in the spectra. We find 𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀H𝛼
in the range 73–784 km s−1 with a mean width of 312 km s−1. The
velocity shift, 𝑣shift is in the range -1200 – 1720 km s−1, with the
majority of the targets showing redshifted H𝛼 emission. Only two
targets, X_N_66_23 and cid_166, display blue-shifted extended H𝛼
emission and both of these targets are classified as having a tentative
extended emission. The properties of the extended H𝛼 emission are
summarized in Table 2.
We investigated whether the properties of the extended H𝛼 emis-

sion, namely 𝑅H𝛼, 𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀H𝛼 and 𝑣shift show any correlations with
the AGN or host galaxy properties such as 𝐿bol, 𝑀BH, SFR and 𝑀∗.
We derived the Pearson coefficient and the p-value (null hypothesis
probability for non-correlation) for the individual relations. The p-
values for different correlations are summarised in Fig. 4.We define a
correlation to exist based on p<0.05. Accounting for the errors, 𝑣shift
correlates with 𝑀BH and possibly also with 𝐿bol, and SFR. 𝑅kpc also
shows correlation with 𝑀∗ and possibly with 𝐿bol. No correlations
are found between 𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀H𝛼 and the AGN or host galaxy proper-
ties. However, we note that since these are type 1 targets, the host
galaxy properties, namely SFR and𝑀∗, are highly unconstrained and
are only available for 5 targets (see Circosta et al. 2018). Overall, the
𝑣shift parameter seems to correlate strongly with the AGN properties
suggesting that the observed velocity shift is possibly due to outflow-
ing ionised gas traced with H𝛼. On the other hand, the size of the
extended region correlates with the galaxy mass, consistent with the
correlations reported between the size and stellar mass of galaxies
(e.g., van der Wel et al. 2014). Furthermore, the lack of correlations
or weaker correlations in Fig. 4 may also suggest that the observed
H𝛼 emission in some galaxies might also be tracing a companion
galaxy i.e., not associated with the X-ray source or the host galaxy
itself. The presence of companions will be further discussed in Sect.
4.

3.3 Ionisation source of the extended H𝛼 emission

We now discuss the ionisation source of the extended H𝛼 emission,
i.e., whether the emission is ionised by the AGN, star formation or
a combination of the two, based on the [O iii] results reported in
Kakkad et al. (2020) and PSF-subtracted images and spectra shown
in Figs. 2 and 3. We use three different techniques to infer the ionisa-
tion source: (1) We compare the extended H𝛼 morphology with the
[O iii] morphology. A similarity between the two emission regions
could suggest that the extended H𝛼 emission traces gas in the NLR.
(2) As described in Sect. 3.2, we fit the single Gaussian functions
to the extended H𝛼 emission to derive the line width. A large width
(e.g., >600 km s−1) would mean H𝛼 emission traces outflowing gas.
This is supported by the maximum gas velocity of ∼500 km s−1
observed in the case of star formation driven outflows in high red-
shift galaxies (see review by Förster Schreiber & Wuyts 2020), and
therefore using 600 km s−1 as a cut off for AGN-driven outflows is a
conservative assumption. However, we note that galaxy interactions
can also increase the line widths (e.g., Puglisi et al. 2021). Due to the
relatively low S/N of the H𝛼 lines compared to integrated spectra, we
do not attempt to fit multiple Gaussian functions to these spectra. (3)
Lastly, the single Gaussian fits to the extended H𝛼 emission (Sect.
3.2, Fig. 2) were used to estimate the flux of the [N ii] and H𝛼 lines.
The flux ratios were then placed on the classical Baldwin, Phillips
& Telervich (BPT, see Baldwin et al. 1981; Veilleux & Osterbrock
1987) diagnostic diagrams to estimate the probable source of ionisa-
tion from expectations based on the literature (e.g., Kauffmann et al.
2003). For the majority of the galaxies, extended [O iii] and H𝛽 emis-

Figure 5. The background images in the maps in the top two rows shows
the PSF-subtracted H𝛼 images and the overlaid blue contours show the lo-
cations of extended [O iii] emission. The contour levels are at 98%, 90%,
70% and 50% of the peak [O iii] flux. In four targets, X_N_115_23, cid_346,
J1333+1649 and S82X1905, the spatial location of the extended H𝛼 emission
coincides with that of the [O iii] emission. This made it possible to place the
extended H𝛼 emission of these four galaxies in the BPT diagram shown in the
bottom panel. In all these four galaxies, the extended emission is ionised by
the AGN. The black line shows the division between star forming and AGN
ionisation from Kewley et al. (2013). Targets, X_N_81_44 and J1549+1245
do not show the same location of the [O iii] and H𝛼 emission.

Figure 6. Same as Fig. 5 but for targets, X_N_81_44 and J1549+1245, that
do not show the same location of the [O iii] and H𝛼 emission.

sion lines are not detected at the location of extended H𝛼 emission,
therefore placing them on the BPT diagrams was not possible.
We were able to plot resolved BPT maps for four galaxies, namely

X_N_115_23, cid_346, J1333+1649 and S82X1905, as extended
[O iii] emission is also detected at the location of extended H𝛼 as
shown in the top two rows of Fig. 5. The bottom panel in Fig. 5
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shows the location of extended emission in these four galaxies in the
[N ii]-BPT diagram. In these four galaxies the spatial coincidence of
the extended H𝛼 and [O iii] emission suggests that we are tracing
the NLR rather than the host galaxy disk. That the ionization source
for the extended H𝛼 is the AGN rather than star-formation is further
supported by the location of these galaxies in the BPT diagram
(bottom panel in Fig. 5). The [N ii] line remains undetected in the
extended H𝛼 region for all the galaxies and therefore, we estimate
an upper limit for the [N ii]/H𝛼 ratio. In the case of cid_346 and
S82X1905,we also do not detect H𝛽 emission in the extended regions
and therefore, a lower limit to the [O iii]/H𝛽 line ratio is estimated.
All four galaxies are above the region of the BPT where we expect
to have star-formation as the main ionization source. In addition,
for cid_346, the width of the extended H𝛼 emission is 628±45 km
s−1, which is above the limit usually used to distinguish between an
outflowing and non-outflowing gas. This suggests that the observed
H𝛼 emission is a part of the NLR outflow. This is also supported by
the fact that the ionised outflow is also detected in the [O iii] line at
the same location as the extended H𝛼 (see Kakkad et al. 2020). We
also note here that the BPT results shown here for cid_346 may be
different compared to the ones presented in Lamperti et al. (2021),
as the extraction apertures for the PSF and the extended H𝛼 emission
may be different.
For all the other galaxies, as the [O iii] and H𝛽 lines remain un-

detected, they could not be placed in the classical BPT diagram.
Therefore, we estimate the ionisation source based on the limit de-
rived for the [N ii]/H𝛼 line. Four targets, X_N_160_22, X_N_81_44,
X_N_66_23 and cid_467, have log([N ii]/H𝛼) values <-0.7 and with
such low [N ii]/H𝛼 line ratios, it is less likely for these sources to be
ionised by the AGN (see the results from low redshift galaxy sample
in Kauffmann et al. 2003). For one of them, X_N_81_44, we also
have evidence that the [O iii] and H𝛼 emission are extended, but are
not spatially co-located (Fig. 6, left panel). We would therefore clas-
sify the extended emission in these four galaxies as most probably
ionized by star-formation.
The galaxies where the log([N ii]/H𝛼) line ratio >-0.7, the source

of ionisation could not be constrained for the extended regions with
the current data. The target, J1549+1245 falls under this category,
where the extended [O iii] and H𝛼 emission are not spatially co-
located (Fig. 6, right panel). Therefore, the ionisation source of these
targets are labelled as "unconstrained" in Table 2. An exception is
S82X1940 shows an extended H𝛼 emission towards the SE direc-
tion from the AGN location (Fig. 3). This target displays the largest
H𝛼 line width in the extended region of ∼784±98 km s−1. The
[O iii] emission line analysis of this target already shows the pres-
ence of an ionised outflow (Kakkad et al. 2020) and therefore, the
H𝛼 emission most likely also traces the outflowing gas driven by
the AGN. Based on this evidence, we conclude that the observed
extended H𝛼 emission in S82X1940 is part of the NLR ionised by
the AGN. In all the cases presented above, we do not rule out the
possibility of a companion galaxy in a merger with the AGN host
galaxy.
In summary, out of the 16 type 1 AGN in the SUPER survey that

show extended H𝛼 emission, four galaxies (∼25%, ∼18% if we in-
clude all type 1 AGN, including unresolved galaxies) show that the
extended H𝛼 emission is most likely ionised by star formation and
in five galaxies (∼30%, ∼23% if all the type 1 AGN are included)
the ionisation is dominated by the AGN. In the remaining 7 galaxies,
the ionisation source of the extended H𝛼 emission remains uncon-
strained. In two galaxies (cid_346 and S82X1940), the width of the
H𝛼 line >600 km s−1, suggesting that the H𝛼 emission is tracing
ionised outflow driven by the AGN. However, we cannot exclude the

possibility that the turbulence in the ISM is related to an on-going
merger event, for which higher resolution and deeper data is required.
We also note that the width alone should not be used as an indica-
tor for star forming or AGN origin to the emission, as the spectra
extracted from extended emission line regions are highly limited by
noise.
From the analysis presented in this section, we conclude that H𝛼

emission in high redshift galaxies does not necessarily trace star
formation, but can also be associatedwithAGN ionisation or outflows
or possible companions.

3.4 Impact of ionised outflows on unobscured star formation

To quantify the impact that ionised outflows may have on star for-
mation, we compare the spatial locations of ionised outflows, traced
using the [O iii] emission presented in Kakkad et al. (2020), with
the extended H𝛼 emission presented in this paper. We perform this
analysis on targets where both the [O iii] and the H𝛼 emission is ex-
tended. Furthermore, we limit this analysis to those targets where the
extended H𝛼 emission is consistent with ionisation by star formation,
in order to use it as a tracer of short time-scale (∼10Myr) unobscured
star formation. Based on the analysis presented in Sects. 3.2 and 3.3,
two targets fulfil these criteria: X_N_81_44 and X_N_66_23. Figure
7 shows the extended H𝛼 map tracing star formation in these two tar-
gets, overlaid by [O iii]-based outflow velocity contours in blue. Only
the contours with [O iii] 𝑤80 values above 600 km s−1 are shown in
Fig. 7. The astrometry of the H-band and K-band images was regis-
tered using the AGN continuum peak emission in the respective data
cubes.
We observe a spatial anti-correlation between the locations of

high velocity [O iii] outflows (𝑤80 >600 km s−1) and unobscured
star formation in X_N_81_44 and X_N_66_23. These results might
suggest that star formation is being actively shut down in regions
with high velocity outflows, a result also previously reported in the
literature (e.g., Cano-Díaz et al. 2012; Carniani et al. 2016). However,
we cannot rule out a scenariowhere the high velocity winds compress
gas ahead of it, resulting in triggering of star formation in the edges
of the outflow (e.g., Cresci et al. 2015). We note here that the spatial
anti-correlation between high velocity outflows and H𝛼 emission
is observed only in the PSF-subtracted H𝛼 images and not in the
narrow H𝛼 maps obtained using the pixel-by-pixel fit, which will be
described in Sect. 4. The left panel in Fig. 8 shows the H𝛼 fluxmap of
X_N_81_44, obtained from the narrow Gaussian component, which
shows that most of the emission is concentrated close to the AGN
location. However, the emission close to the AGN is dominated by
the PSF smearing effect. The right panel, on the other hand, shows
the PSF-subtracted H𝛼 channel map, which removes any emission
that might be affected by beam smearing, as described earlier in
Sect. 3.2. The results in Fig. 8 may explain some of the observed
differences, such as the presence or absence of such spatial anti-
correlations found in other high-z AGN host galaxies (e.g., Carniani
et al. 2016; Scholtz et al. 2021).
We note that the spatial resolution of the SINFONI observations

prevents us from investigating the morphology of the H𝛼 emission
within the 2 kpc PSF element which was subtracted in the maps
shown in Fig. 7. In other words, the SINFONI data is unable to trace
star formation on scales smaller than 2 kpc at these redshifts and
therefore, we cannot exclude the presence of on-going star forma-
tion in the central cavity in the maps in Fig. 7. Observations with
upcoming facilities such as ELT/HARMONI will provide the nec-
essary spatial resolution to resolve regions in sub-kiloparsec scales
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Figure 7. The figure shows the spatial locations of the H𝛼 emission and [O iii] based ionised outflows in X_N_81_44 (left panel) and X_N_66_23 (right panel).
The background image shows the PSF-subtracted H𝛼 images from the maps in Fig. 2. The blue contours trace the [O iii] outflows (𝑤80 >600 km s−1) at levels
600, 700 and 750 km s−1 in X_N_81_44; and 850 and 1050 km s−1 in X_N_66_23. The extended H𝛼 emission in these galaxies is absent in the direction with
highest 𝑤80 values. The green contours in X_N_81_44 show the archival ALMA band 7 dust continuum emission (from Lamperti et al. (2021)), that traces dust
reheated star formation. The implications of these observations are furth er discussed in Sect. 3.3.

Figure 8. The left panel shows the narrow H𝛼 flux map of X_N_81_44
obtained from the pixel-by-pixel Gaussian fit of the H𝛼 complex. The right
panel, on the other hand, shows the PSF-subtracted H𝛼 channel map of the
same target. The figure highlights that the PSF dominates the bulk of the
emission close to the AGN location (marked by the black star).

in these galaxies, where there could possibly be underlying emission
from the host galaxy.
In X_N_81_44, we also compare the outflow locations with

archival high resolution (∼0.2′′) ALMA Band 7 (870 `m observed-
frame, ∼260 `m rest-frame) dust continuum maps from Lamperti
et al. (2021). The dust continuum emission is overlaid as red con-
tours in Fig. 7. The Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) analysis of
X_N_81_44 suggests that >99% of the rest-frame 260`m emission
is from dust heated by star formation and <1% contribution from
the AGN-heated dust and synchrotron emission (see Lamperti et al.
2021).We can, therefore, use the dust continuummaps to trace longer
time scale star formation from dust reheated by theUV radiation from
stars over the last ∼100 Myrs.
High redshift galaxies are known to host copious amount of dust,

which can have a significant impact on how we interpret the results
on the spatial distribution of outflow versus star formation (e.g., Fu-
jimoto et al. 2018; Lamperti et al. 2021; Scholtz et al. 2021). Star
formation tracers using rest-frame optical emission lines, such as H𝛼,
are susceptible to dust obscuration and previous work has shown that
the dust distribution (obtained from far-infraredALMAobservations,
for instance) and H𝛼 distributions (or rest-frame optical continuum
distribution in case of narrow band HST observations) are different
in high redshift galaxies (Hodge et al. 2016; Lang et al. 2019; Chen
et al. 2020). In general, H𝛼 distributions tend to be more extended
compared to the dust emission. There is a large concentration of

star formation dominated infrared emission at the centre of galax-
ies that one needs to account for (e.g., Hao et al. 2011). This is the
case also for the ALMA dust continuum emission (red contours) for
X_N_81_44 (left panel in Fig. 7) that peaks in the central region and
extends towards the H𝛼 emission in the SE direction from the AGN.
Therefore, based on theALMAmap, there is no clear anti-correlation
between the location of the ionised outflow and regions with active
star formation. However, we note that the dust obscured star forma-
tion traced by sub-mm or far-infrared observations represents star
formation over long timescales of ∼100 Myrs. On the contrary, the
outflow timescale is much shorter (105 to a few Myrs, e.g., Schaw-
inski et al. 2015). Therefore, we cannot exclude that the possible
impact of the outflow on star formation may be diluted by the large
time range to which the star formation is sensitive to. Furthermore,
the ALMA dust-continuum observations (Lamperti et al. 2021) were
not able to resolve spatial scales below ∼2 kpc and therefore, we can-
not exclude the presence of cavities below this physical scale. This
limitation could be mitigated with spatially resolved mid-infrared
observations with JWST/MIRI.

4 KINEMATIC PROPERTIES OF NARROW H𝛼 EMISSION

In this section, we describe the pixel-by-pixel H𝛼 emission line mod-
elling for the targets that showextendedH𝛼 emission after subtracting
the PSF, as described earlier in Sect. 3.2. We primarily derive the
kinematic maps from the BLR component-subtracted emission line
models, namely the H𝛼 centroid map (also called moment 1 map)
and non-parametric velocity and velocity dispersion maps i.e. 𝑣10
and 𝑤80 maps (see e.g., Harrison et al. 2014; Cresci et al. 2015).
We compare these H𝛼 maps with that of the [O iii] emission in the
H-band data to determine whether the H𝛼 emission mimics the kine-
matics of the [O iii] emitting gas. This comparison can be used to
further distinguish between a star formation or NLR origin to the H𝛼
emission.
As described earlier in Sect. 3.1, the H𝛼 complex is composed

of several Gaussian functions, each representing the individual com-
ponents of the H𝛼 and [N ii]__6549, 6585 emission lines. To avoid
degeneracy during the pixel-by-pixel fit, we employ the following
constraints on the individual Gaussian components to model the
spatial distribution of the narrow component of the H𝛼 emission,
conventionally treated as tracing the host galaxy star formation. All
the constraints described here are fixed or varied relative to the in-
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Figure 9. An example of line modelling in individual pixels in X_N_115_23. The middle panel shows the H𝛼 centroid map and the left and right panel show
the extracted spectrum and the emission line model in two pixels located by the arrows.

tegrated spectrum fitting results using the M3 model, as described
in Sect. 3.1. As the BLR emission is unresolved, we fix the centroid
and the width of the BLR components and only allow a variation in
its peak value. In all but two targets (cid_346 and S82X1940), the
spectrum extracted from the extended regions in the PSF-subtracted
cube shows a H𝛼 width (FWHM) of <600 km s−1. In these targets
where the H𝛼 FWHM<600 km s−1, we fix the centroid and width
of the broad NLR component and only allow a variation in its peak
(similar to the constraint imposed on the BLR component). The cen-
troid, width and the peak of the narrow NLR component of the H𝛼
line is allowed to vary across the field of view. In the case of cid_346
and S82X1940, we also allow small variations in the broad NLR
component.
We attempt the pixel-by-pixel analysis of the H𝛼 line only for

the 15 targets that show extended H𝛼 emission from the analysis
presented in Sect. 3.2. Out of these 15 targets, 4 targets (X_N_53_3,
X_N_66_23, cid_166 and cid_1605) did not have sufficient S/N per
pixel to constrain the parameters of individual Gaussian components.
We note that deriving the PSF-subtracted maps was possible despite
the lowS/N in these 4 targets aswe relied on the channelmaps and not
on Gaussian fits to verify the presence or absence of residuals. The
H𝛼 complex in the case of J1333+1649 is contaminated by telluric
features in the wings of the profile and in the case of J1549+1245,
the individual Gaussian components remained unconstrained, which
made the pixel-by-pixel analysis for these two targets unreliable.
Fig. 9 shows an example of the line fitting in individual pixels for
X_N_115_23 as an example.
In figure 10, we show the BLR-subtracted H𝛼 kinematic maps of

X_N_160_22, X_N_115_23, cid_346 and S82X2058 as examples,
while similar plots for other targets are moved to the Appendix A.
The left panels in Fig. 10 shows the H𝛼 centroid map, the middle
panel shows the 10th percentile velocity, 𝑣10 and the right panel
shows the H𝛼 width containing 80% of the line flux. The kinematic
centre for the centroid map is obtained from the location of the nar-
row H𝛼 emission in the integrated spectrum (Sect. 3.1). Folding the
information derived in Sect. 3.3, we now discuss the possible origin
of the observed kinematic properties of the H𝛼 line. We attempt to
distinguish between rotating disk signatures, mergers and outflowing
components. For a rotationally supported disk, we expect a smooth
gradient in the line centroid maps and a centrally peaked velocity
dispersion (in this case, 𝑤80). On the other hand, galaxies undergo-
ing mergers or outflows will not necessarily show a centrally peaked
velocity dispersion map and/or an ordered velocity gradient in the
centroid map. We discuss a few examples of targets shown in Fig.
10.

X_N_160_22 does not show extended [O iii] emission, but shows
extendedH𝛼 emission towards the north of theAGN location, evident
in the PSF-subtracted H𝛼 channel map in Fig. 2 and the centroid
map in the left panel of Fig. 10. The centroid map shows a smooth
velocity gradient between ±60 km s−1. The 𝑣10 and 𝑤80 maps show
maximum velocities of <-600 km s−1 and >1000 km s−1, suggesting
the presence of AGN outflows, especially close to the AGN location.
Considering that the extended H𝛼 emission is consistent with star
formation, the H𝛼 velocity maps of X_N_160_22 in Fig. 10 could
be interpreted as a superposition of a rotating medium (centroid map
that shows a smooth gradient) and a turbulent medium (𝑣10 and 𝑤80
maps that show high velocities near the AGN location).
In the case of X_N_115_23, the H𝛼 centroid value at the AGN

location appears blue-shifted and the 𝑤80 map does not show a cen-
trally peaked profile, but shows a smooth gradient. The velocities in
the 𝑤80 map reaches values between ∼850 – >1000 km s−1 suggest-
ing that H𝛼 emission is tracing gas which is part of an outflow in the
NLR. This is also supported by the fact that the H𝛼 and [O iii] emis-
sion are spatially extended in the same direction and that the extended
emission is ionised by the AGN (see BPT map in Fig. 5).
cid_346 shows a smooth velocity gradient in the centroid map

with the major axis orientated roughly along the NE direction and
the 𝑤80 map peaks at ∼1300 km s−1 at the AGN location. The large
dispersion value cannot be explained purely as ordered rotation and
therefore, we infer that the observed H𝛼 emission is a combination
of rotation from the host galaxy and AGN outflows. Although the
extended H𝛼 emission in this galaxy falls under the AGN ionised
region in Fig. 5, the presence of upper limits in the [N ii]/H𝛼 ratio
could suggest that star formation may play a role in the ionisation and
kinematics of the observed extended emission. However, the current
data does not allow us to definitely confirm this.
Lastly, S82X2058 shows a smooth velocity gradient in its H𝛼

centroid map, but the centroid velocity profile is extended more
towards the SE direction from the AGN location. Accounting for the
localised peak in the 𝑤80 map at the AGN location, this target shows
a rotating system probably in an interaction with another galaxy.
To summarize the results on the spatially resolved kinematic

analysis of the H𝛼 line: Six galaxies (X_N_160_22, X_N_81_44,
X_N_4_48, cid_346, S82X1940 and S82X2058) show smooth ve-
locity gradients in their H𝛼 centroid maps. The velocity dispersion
maps in these galaxies (𝑤80) show localized peaks1. This suggests
that in these six galaxies, part or most of the H𝛼 emission traces

1 The 𝑤80 maps are sensitive to the line models derived from the multiple
Gaussian fits. Also the IFU data is noise limited, especially in the outskirts
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Figure 10. H𝛼 NLR component velocity maps of (from top to bottom) X_N_160_22, X_N_115_23, cid_346 and S82X2058 as examples. The plots for the rest
of the targets are moved to the appendix A (Fig. A3). The left panels show the H𝛼 centroid map, the middle panels the 𝑣10 map and the right panels the 𝑤80
maps. The targets show a diverse set of H𝛼 velocity distributions. X_N_160_22, cid_346 and S82X2058 show smooth velocity gradients in their H𝛼 centroid
profiles. S82X2058 shows an extended structure towards the SW of the nucleus, suggesting a possible faint companion. The H𝛼 centroid profile of X_N_115_23
does not show a smooth rotation-like velocity gradient as in other galaxies, which is consistent with the finding that the extended H𝛼 emission is a part of the
NLR (Fig. 2). These maps are discussed further in Sect. 4.

the rotating gas. On the contrary, X_N_12_26, X_N_115_23 and
S82X1905 do not have smooth gradients in their centroid maps. The
extended H𝛼 emission in X_N_115_23 and S82X1905 is consistent
with ionisation by the AGN (Sect. 3.3) and therefore the absence
of smooth gradient in the H𝛼 centroid profile confirms that the H𝛼
emission is dominated by AGN emission. The extended H𝛼 emis-
sion in X_N_12_26 is highly asymmetric around the AGN location,
which may suggests the presence of companion galaxies. This is
not a unique case: from the H𝛼 kinematic maps, there are indica-

of the galaxies and therefore the spatial profiles in these velocity might not
always look smooth, but can suggest underlying patterns.

tions of companions also in the case of X_N_4_48, S82X1940 and
S82X2058.

Several galaxies presented in this paper show extended H𝛼 emis-
sion blue-shifted or redshifted by several hundred km s−1 compared
to the systemic values. For instance, J1549+1245 shows an extended
H𝛼 component at ∼10 kpc from the AGN location, but this com-
ponent is red-shifted by ∼1800 km s−1 on extracting the spectra
(Figure 3). Although the presence of large scale outflows cannot be
ruled out in this case, the presence of such extended components
might also suggest the presence of companions or the AGN host
galaxies in the process of a merger. Observations of some of the type
1 SUPER AGN in other wavelengths already suggest the presence
of companions. For instance, recent ALMACO(4-3) observations of
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Figure 11. Archival HST/WFC3 images of cid_166 (top panel) and cid_346
(bottom panel), both type 1 AGN in the SUPER survey. The HST images are
obtainedwith the F160Wfilter (near-infrared) and both the images suggest the
presence of a companion. The cid_166 image clearly shows a stream linking
the two galaxies. The blue square in each of the panels show the SINFONI
3′′×3′′ FoV. Therefore, current observations presented in this paper do not
capture the presence of these companions.

J1549+1245 confirmed the presence of a companion at > 3𝜎 signifi-
cance (see Bischetti et al. 2021) and therefore, the observed extended
H𝛼 could be a part of a tidal tail. Furthermore, archival HST obser-
vations of cid_166 and cid_346 already indicate possible presence
of galaxies nearby (Fig. 11), which suggests that galaxy interactions
may be a common phenomenon at these redshifts. We note here that
cid_346 is surrounded by an extended CO halo, which could also
point to an over-density of galaxies around this source (see Cicone
et al. 2021). Although AGN hosted in interacting systems have been
reported to be rare at 1<z<2 (e.g., Cisternas et al. 2011; Mainieri
et al. 2011), this may also be due to observational biases or the limi-
tation to obtain better spatial resolution and high sensitivity at high
redshift. In fact, recent ALMA observations have revealed evidence
of quasars residing in interacting galaxies (e.g., Trakhtenbrot et al.
2017; Banerji et al. 2021).

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We presented the spatially resolved properties of the H𝛼 emission
from theK-band (∼2–2.4`m)VLT/SINFONI observations of 21 type
1 AGN at z∼2.2 derived from the SUPER survey. The adaptive op-
tics assisted observations provided a spatial resolution of ∼2 kpc that

allowed us to infer the source of ionisation in the extended H𝛼 re-
gions, after accounting for beam-smearing effects due to the PSF.We
used resolved BPT analysis, [N ii]/H𝛼 ratios of the extended emis-
sion and a comparison between the H𝛼 kinematics with that of the
[O iii] emission, obtained from the H-band observations presented in
Kakkad et al. (2020), to infer if the H𝛼 emission traces star forma-
tion. Lastly, we investigate if star-forming regions and high velocity
ionised outflows are spatially anti-correlated. The main results of this
paper are summarised below:

• We tested three methods of H𝛼 emission line modelling in this
paper because the blending of [N ii]__6549, 6585 and H𝛼 emission
line components in the integrated spectra of type 1AGNhost galaxies
at z∼2 can lead to degenerate results. We conclude that in order
to obtain unique solutions, the kinematic components of the H𝛼
emission need to be coupled with the [O iii] emission.

• The vast majority of the quasars show extended H𝛼 emission
(∼76%). The extended emission is observed out to ∼3–9 kpc with
a mean value of ∼5 kpc. The width (FWHM) of the H𝛼 spectrum,
extracted from the extended regions, is in the range 73–784 km s−1
with a mean width of 312 km s−1.

• We find a correlation between the velocity shift, defined by the
difference between the extended H𝛼 location in the spectra with the
expected location based on its redshift, with the AGN luminosity and
black hole mass. This could indicate that the extendedH𝛼 emission is
dominated by outflowing gas. The size of the extended H𝛼 emission,
on the other hand, shows possible correlations with the stellar mass
of the host galaxy, consistent with size-mass relations reported in the
literature.

• In four galaxies, we were able to constrain the flux ratios
[O iii]/H𝛽 and [N ii]/H𝛼 at the location of extended H𝛼 emission
and place them on the classical BPT maps. The H𝛼 emission in these
four galaxies is consistent with ionisation by star formation. For the
rest of the targets, we use [N ii]/H𝛼 ratio and the H𝛼 FWHM to
identify the source of ionisation. Overall, the extended H𝛼 emission
in 4 galaxies is consistent with ionisation by star formation (∼25%
of the targets that show extended emission), in 5 galaxies by the
AGN (∼30%) and in 7 galaxies, the ionisation source could not be
constrained (∼45%).

• We find a variety of dynamical properties in the host galaxies as
traced by the H𝛼 emission. Six out of nine galaxies for which pixel-
by-pixel emission line fitting was possible show smooth velocity
gradients in the H𝛼 centroid maps and their BPT diagrams are also
consistent with ionisation by star formation, suggesting that the H𝛼
emission traces the host rotation and not theNLR. In two galaxies, the
H𝛼 morphology and kinematic maps are similar to that of [O iii] and
along with the fact that their BPT location is consistent with AGN
ionisation, the H𝛼 emission in these two galaxies traces the NLR.
In four galaxies, the morphological and kinematic characteristics of
the H𝛼 emission may indicate the presence of companions or AGN
hosts being in mergers.

• In two galaxies, we find evidence of negative AGN feedback
on scales >2 kpc as the extended H𝛼 emission in these galaxies
avoid regions with high velocity [O iii]-based ionised outflows. For
the rest of the targets, there is no strong evidence of AGN outflows
having an impact on the host galaxy star formation using the current
data. ALMA Band 7 observations of a fraction of galaxies show the
prevalence of dust heated star formation at the centre of the galaxy
close to the AGN and the ionised outflow. The current SINFONI
observations are not sensitive to resolutions <2 kpc, therefore future
high spatial resolution observations with ELT-class IFS instruments
such as HARMONI will be required to constrain the real impact of
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the outflows by sampling recent star formation in the proximity of
the AGN location.

The current SINFONI K-band observations of most of the galax-
ies in the SUPER survey have an on-source exposure time of ∼1–2
hours. Deeper observations are, therefore, required with current or
future facilities such as rest-frame HST/FUV imaging, VLT/ERIS,
VLT/HAWKI-GRAAL and ELT/HARMONI to distinguish between
the presence of outflows/inflows and possible presence of compan-
ions. Finally, upcoming JWST observations in Cycle-1 (ID 2177)
will use the mid-infrared IFS capabilities of JWST/MIRI (e.g., Rieke
et al. 2015), that will allow us to detect dust-obscured star formation
using the PAH 6.2 `m emission, at a spatial resolution similar to
those of SINFONI observations presented in this paper.
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Table A1. H𝛼 line fitting parameters for the M2 model. The line fitting for J1441+0454 remained unconstrained and hence, not reported in this table.

Target _range Aperture FWHM 𝐿H𝛼
𝑣1 𝑣2 𝑣BLR 𝐿1 𝐿2 𝐿BLR

Å arcsec km/s km/s km/s erg/s erg/s erg/s

X_N_160_22 6200–6900 0.9 287±53 2211±278 6807±260 42.68±0.13 43.84±2.90 44.28±0.01
X_N_81_44 6200–6900 0.9 990±82 2929±95 8250±313 43.27±0.06 44.02±0.14 44.16±0.02
X_N_53_3 6200–6900 0.8 345±213 – 4577±187 42.04±0.22 – 43.70±0.01
X_N_66_23 6200–6900 0.9 – – 5640±182 – – 43.72±0.01
X_N_35_20 6200–6900 0.5 532±63 – 6549±972 41.97±0.06 – 42.68±0.05
X_N_12_26 6200-6900 1.0 544±32 – 4615±100 42.80±0.04 – 43.95±0.01
X_N_44_64 6200–6900 0.5 411±17 – 7688±560 42.37±0.02 – 43.03±0.02
X_N_4_48 6200–6900 0.7 473±53 – 7596±303 42.79±0.06 – 44.18±0.01
X_N_102_35 6200–6900 0.3 535±151 3443±92 9070±588 – 43.71±0.17 43.67±0.02
X_N_115_23 6200–6900 0.9 376±52 1184±139 6862±162 42.85±0.11 43.25±0.07 44.16±0.01
cid_166 6200–6900 0.9 458±49 1968±260 6943±95 42.66±0.16 43.77±0.13 44.60±0.01
cid_1605 6200–6900 0.3 516±110 – 3802±80 41.96±0.15 – 43.27±0.01
cid_346 6200–6900 0.9 301±43 2884±156 7298±592 42.60±0.08 43.60±0.16 43.89±0.05
cid_1205 6200–6900 0.8 446±89 – 5023±183 42.04±0.12 – 43.46±0.01
cid_467 6200–6900 0.3 575±61 – 8750±285 42.37±0.05 – 43.86±0.01
J1333+1649 6350–7000 0.9 1059±415 4246±320 8839±304 43.87±0.16 45.28±3.27 45.30±0.03
J1549+1245 6200–6900 1.1 1045±35 4557±118 10495±208 44.23±0.02 41.73±3.87 45.50±0.01
S82X1905 6200–6900 1.0 920±58 – 5219±96 43.14±0.03 – 44.11±0.01
S82X1940 6200–6900 0.8 426±117 3001±713 6430±1138 42.78±1.45 43.15±4.49 43.69±0.28
S82X2058 6200-6900 0.9 481±75 3243±192 8809±455 42.43±0.11 40.88±3.82 43.95±0.03

Table A2. H𝛼 line fitting parameters for the M1 model. The emission line modelling using the M1 method for J1441+0454 and J1549+1245 remained
unconstrained. Only those targets are shown for which the line fitting results were different from the ones in Table A1 i.e. for those targets where only H𝛼
components were sufficient to reproduce the H𝛼 complex.

Target _range Aperture FWHM 𝐿H𝛼
𝑣1 𝑣2 𝑣BLR 𝐿1 𝐿2 𝐿BLR

Å arcsec km/s km/s km/s erg/s erg/s erg/s

X_N_160_22 6200–6900 0.9 296±44 2368±60 6742±188 42.68±0.07 43.95±0.02 44.28±0.01
X_N_81_44 6200–6900 0.9 1034±65 3168±104 8336±321 43.31±0.05 44.17±0.02 44.15±0.02
X_N_53_3 6200–6900 0.8 1527±623 – 4718±266 42.71±0.52 – 43.66±0.02
X_N_66_23 6200–6900 0.9 150±150 – 5638±167 41.44±0.33 – 43.72±0.01
X_N_115_23 6200–6900 0.9 527±27 3306±114 9339±344 43.10±0.02 43.82±0.03 44.10±0.02
cid_1605 6200–6900 0.3 1200±409 – 3887±217 42.26±0.35 – 43.27±0.02
J1333+1649 6350–7000 0.9 2354±657 4444±909 9058±492 44.47±0.33 45.38±3.01 45.30±0.05
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Figure A1. Integrated K-band spectra of all targets for the fitting model used in this paper.
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Figure A2. Integrated K-band spectra of all targets for the fitting model used in this paper (continued from Figure A1).
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Figure A3. Same as Fig. 10
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